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CHAPTER 1

THE PANORAMIC VIEW—primitive, even savage—is breathtakingly beautiful. Mighty conifers, reaching for the sky, form a
shelter in which the Cycads and Ferns proliferate. Volcanic lava
flows shimmer brightly as they undulate, like fiery snakes, down
the steaming hillsides, until they throw up giant plumes of steam
and reluctantly give themselves up to the stormy sea.
In the foreground, a creature of immense proportions moves
lazily through the small coppice, desperately straining its long,
muscular neck to reach the succulent, green vegetation in the
higher branches of the tree. Once he has consumed the sustenance here, he turns his attention to the next food source, as he
must, to sustain life in his enormous body. As he walks, each
thunderous step reverberates on the baked earth.
A deep roar resonates through the trees, as another creature,
this one a carnivore, announces its ominous presence to warn
all who might have designs on its recent kill. This carnivore is
the giant Tyrannosaurus Rex, king of the terrible lizards. He
looks around defiantly and proclaims his supremacy. The Tyrannosaurus pauses as if waiting for a dissenting voice; but there is
none for this savage giant strikes fear in all. The creature roars
again before returning to rip another huge piece of flesh from a
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young male Triceratops unfortunate enough to wander too far
away from the protective care of his parents.
High in a clear blue sky, the sun shines brightly, an enormous,
fiery, golden orb, its heat causing the forest to steam under the
canopy of trees sheltering the small coppice and its light sustaining life on this fertile planet. A dark shadow moves stealthily
across the sun’s path, temporarily blocking the light and plunging
the earth into a murky ether. The creatures that inhabit this
planet become restless, momentarily pausing in their eating,
drinking, or breeding. The shadow, however, gradually moves
away from the sun; the light returns to earth, and the creatures
continue with their activities.
Suddenly the figure of a man appears in the scene, shimmering
in and out of focus before taking on a solid form. The night sky
is gloomy once more; an ominous shadow is again blocking out
the sun, turning day into night. The figure gazes in wonder at
the dramatic scene laid out before him. He feels hot; his clothes,
soaked by his own sweat, cling to his heavy body. He looks
skyward, not able to understand or believe what his eyes behold.
The gloom of the night sky is illuminated only by continual
lightning strikes on rugged terrain. A whooshing sound fills the
air drowning the roars and screeches of frightened creatures as
they crash through undergrowth, trying desperately to escape the
approaching instrument of doom. A hot wind chases the man, its
intensity causing him to stumble to his knees. As the pounding
gets louder, he rolls behind a protruding rock, clear of the giant,
fleeing creatures. As he regains his feet, the earth begins to
explode around him. He runs in blind panic, but there is no
hiding place for the man or the stampeding creatures.
“Bloody hell,” Gene called out as he tried to control his shaking limbs and at the same time unravel himself from the twisted,
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damp bedclothes, which gave testament to his restless, dream
filled night. His flailing arms knocked over the unfinished bottle
of Jack Daniels, left from the previous night’s binge. The sound
of glass shattering, as the bottle met the hard, bare wooden floor,
jolted Gene Harman into instant wakefulness.
The trembling man emerged from the sweat soaked sheets and
sat on the side of the bed with his head buried in his hands. Gene
Harman had had dreams before, nightmares even; but this one
was the most vivid and frightening he could remember. Lifting
himself wearily to his feet, he stumbled blindly into the kitchen,
still shaking. “Bollocks,” he yelled as his big toe came into violent
contact with a sharp edge on the fridge, another testament to his
previous night’s excesses. A louder shout of “Bollocks” resulted
from the pain pulsating through his toe and halfway up his leg; it
made his search for another drink even more frantic.
The bottle of Jack Daniels he’d secreted away for a rainy day
proved elusive. He swung cupboard doors wide open and
trembled as his search became more frenzied. The comforting
feel of a long forgotten, unopened bottle of vintage malt whiskey
finally rewarded his frantic search. “Better start the day on a good
note,” muttered the editor of World in Focus, turning the seal off
the new bottle. Not bothering with a glass, his trembling hands
raised the bottle to his eager lips.
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